OVERVIEW

Learning Drupal and the many tools that come with working on Drupal websites along side
self-taught front-end development skills in HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, JavaScript, API’s and React
has provided a broad base of skills and experiences to pull from
Solidification of those skills learned by putting them to practice in the workplace, and assisting
other developers with any bugs, issues or questions they might have

Lachlan
Jadezak
Web Developer

Many years of computer usage, debugging, trouble-shooting and programming have led to
strong problem-solving skills and understanding of how to seek solutions
Keenness to learn and ability to find relevant resources results in quick learning of new
concepts, languages or programs and adapt to new environments

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
JUNIOR WEB DEVELOPER
Oxide Interactive | April 2021 - present

PROFILE

I'm a web developer based in Canberra, doing my
best to keep up with and learn the latest
technologies in the rapidly advancing world of web
development.
I love writing code and solving interesting
problems, but also enjoy the creative side when it
comes to translating designs to the digital medium
of the web.

SKILLS

Drupal
CSS
HTML
JavaScript
PHP + Twig
React

Git
Problem Solving

CONTACT INFO:

Lachlan@Jadezak.com
www.jadezak.com

Fairwork.gov.au and subsites Drupal migration Analysed existing websites and built components in Drupal for data migration and
future content management
Developed specific search features requested by the client
Overhauled the print to PDF solution to manipulate HTML into matching a complex
design
Built on existing migration tools to facilitate migration of many articles into Drupal
Conducted an accessibility review and rectified issues resulting in an improved
experience for all users
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority Reef Guardian School Set up initial Drupal theme and reviewed the design to devise a site building plan
Built components geared towards a simple user experience, and styled to match the
design
Developed an interactive map dynamically populated by data from the Drupal
database
Participated in a collaborative agile environment, facilitated by tools like Jira and Git
Guided fellow junior developers in their learning of Drupal and development techniques
Assisted other team members with approaching problems and contributed to solutions

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Oporto | 2017 - April 2021
Provided quality customer service in a timely manner
Trained new staff members
Cooked, packed and managed customer orders as well as delivery orders concurrently
Learned efficient time management and working in a team towards a common goal

FORMAL EDUCATION
CERTIFICATE IV IN PROGRAMMING
Canberra Institute of Technology | 2019
Improved skills with SQL, C++ and Java
Learned about project management and development methodologies
Broader programming principles such as Object-Oriented Programming

